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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to analysis the risk for antagonistic threats
against transports in EU in order to find patterns and trends. The research is
based on a system-theoretical approach, which emphasizes a holistic view instead
of the characteristics of the different parts. The research method used in this
paper is deductive. The analysis is based on official statistics over antagonistic
threats against transports in EU within a frame of reference consisting of theories
from supply chain risk management and criminology. There is no silver bullet for
solving antagonistic threats as it has always been a part of the business. Within
this understanding there are many changes in hot spots, modus operandi, theft
endangered objects and handling methods during time, but the basic theoretical
frame of reference is still more or less the same. The geographically limitation to
the EU is done of practical reasons whiles the frame of reference can be used
globally for analysis antagonistic threats against transports. This research is
limited by the lack of reliable information sources about criminal activities
against logistics business. Secondary sources, like official crime statistics, are at
best untrustworthy but more likely filled with large parts of hidden statistics. By
using several different and independent official statistical sources and analysis
the results within a common frame of reference can the validity of the research
be secure. The theoretical framework is based on the theory of routine activity
and its implications for logistics. This theory explains why the transport network
produces the same theft opportunity over and over again.
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Introduction

Business risk is commonly defined as the likelihood of a negative incident combined
with the economic impact of that incident/source. The entire risk handling process is
referred to as risk management. The usage of risk management tools and processes
within the scope of logistics and supply chain management is defined by Norrman
and Lindroth (2002) as: Supply chain risk management is to [collaborate] with
partners in a supply chain applying risk management process tools to deal with risks
and uncertainties caused by, or impacting on, logistics related activities or
resources. According to Juttner et al. (2003), supply chain risk management is
defined as “the identification and management of risks for the supply chain, through
a co-ordinated approach amongst supply chain members, to reduce supply chain
vulnerability as a whole”. Both this definitions are general and therefore consider all
risks and uncertainties without exception. This paper addresses a limited array of
risks and uncertainties that are defined as antagonistic threats. Antagonistic threats
are demarcated by three key words: deliberate (caused), illegal (defined by law), and
hostile (negative impact, in this paper, for transport activities within the EU).
According to Ekwall (2009a)) is: Antagonistic threats are deliberately caused illegal
and hostile threats against the planned or wanted logistics process, function, and
structure. Based on this definition, the core element for antagonistic threats are
motivated perpetrators with hostile intentions toward the object and/or third party
that violate an international, country, or local law. The antagonistic threat is therefore
a crime and can be understood with the use of theories from criminology, or the
scientific study of crime in combination with logistics theories. This leads to that this
paper uses an interdisciplinary exchange of views, ideas, and theories which is
needed to develop as an applied science (Klaus et al. 1993; Stock 1997).

Background

There is a significant problem with the theft of cargo worldwide. It is estimated that
theft represents a loss of at least US$10 billion per year in the United States and US
$30 billion worldwide (Barth and White 1998; Anderson 2007). These figures are
calculated extraordinarily conservatively, since most cargo theft goes unreported and
these figures reflect only the value of the items and nothing more (Barth and White
1998). There are predictions that the real figures for cargo theft are either grossly
underestimated or overestimated in official reports (Gips 2006). The theft of cargo
value for the European Union is estimated to be €8.2 billion annually, an average
value of € 6.72 per trip (EP 2007). Gathering accurate numbers for cargo theft losses
is difficult or impossible in many cases, due to limited reporting by the transport
industry and the lack of a national law enforcement system requiring reporting and
tracking uniformity (ECMT 2001). Even the insurance business has problems
separating fraud from real theft, but even if they had accurate numbers they would
not share it with the public because of concern about trade secrets and competition.
Despite these figures, cargo theft generally has a low priority status in most countries
and is often perceived largely as the cost of doing business (EU 2003). No country,
no commodity and no shipper are exempt from the acts of cargo theft (EU 2003). It
has been shown that cargo theft is a grave threat to modern trade (EP 2007).
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Different preventive measures have been implemented to mitigate the problem of
cargo theft, but the problem persists. According to Clarke et al. (2001) is there
mainly two reasons for failures in crime prevention, firstly the unexpected use of
new technology. Secondly, crime problems come from failure of people and
organisations to prevent common crimes, which methods are well known and
practical (Clarke et al. 2001). The reason behind this failure to prevent crimes arises
from a number of reasons, like ignorance, lack of resources, unwillingness to expand
resources and maybe even because that it is more profitable (or cheaper) to allow the
crime than to prevent it (Sampson et al. 2010). This paper addresses the complex
problem of antagonistic threat against transports in EU and why prevention of these
threats fails.

Research question

The purpose of this paper is to analysis the risk for antagonistic threats against
transports in EU in order to find patterns and trends, but also to analysis why the
problem with antagonistic threats against transports in EU still exist despite all the
different countermeasures implemented. This paper uses the perspective of supply
chain risk management in the analysis which is based on official statistical data. The
geographically limitation to the EU is done of practical reasons whiles the frame of
reference can be used globally to analysis antagonistic threats against transports.

Frame of reference

Supply chain and the transport network

Christopher (2005) defines the supply chain as, “The network of organisations that
are involved through upstream and downstream relationships in the different
processes and activities that produce value in the form of products and services in
the hands of the ultimate customer”. These processes can be in different companies
or in the same company. The different building blocks in a supply chain can,
literally, be located throughout the world and connected through the use of a
transport network. The transport network is designed to use economy of scale when
moving products from consignor to consignee in a supply chain, through nodes and
links. This means the transport network only physically integrates the supply chain
with the fulfilment of its transport demands (Bowersox et al. 2002). Therefore,
several different supply chains can be present at the same time and the same place in
the transport network. This indicates that the relationship between supply chains and
transport activities would be better described with complexity theory, especially if
the interactions between components are the object of the research (Ekwall 2009a).

Looking at transport from a system perspective, we find that logistics is made up
of different levels, infrastructure, resources and material known as the three levels of
logistics (Lumsden 2006). A logistics system consists of links and nodes, where
nodes are geographically fixed points such as factories and terminals, while the links
are the elements connecting the nodes, i.e., the modes of conveyance. The flow of
materials is the first level of the system, because it is the reason for the system’s
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existence. Moving material from one place to another requires a flow of movable
resources such as Lorries, trains, airplanes, and ships. These movable resources need
infrastructure like roads, harbours, airports, and terminals (Wandel and Ruijgrok
1995; Ruijgrok et al. 1991).

The complexity in logistics can be explained by displaying the four flows always
involved in logistics activities. The flows of material and resources are mentioned
already. These two flows represent the “physical” part of logistics, but the other two
flows, monetary stream and flow of information, are just as necessary to make the
system work (Lumsden 2006). The four flows of logistics need geographical fixed
constructions and infrastructure to fulfil the scope of logistics. Some of the
infrastructure is owned and used exclusively by one company while some is co-
owned or owned by governments. The four flows of logistics and the necessary
infrastructure are the five needs for logistics fulfilment (Ekwall 2009a).

The cargo thief aims to remove goods from the goods flow by attacking the
movement of resources and/or the infrastructure it uses. A potential perpetrator can
also utilize the information flow in order to better plan the theft of goods or commit a
fraud which targets the flow of capital. This paper uses primary the three elements,
flow of goods, movement of resources and infrastructure of the five needs for logistics
fulfilments. The frame of reference uses the routine activity theory from criminology
to explain the interaction between the transport network and potential perpetrators,
where the theft opportunity is determent by each unique configuration of the five
needs for logistics fulfilments and then exploited by a potential perpetrator.

Elements of crime and the routine activity

Criminology distinguishes three elements of a crime that are present in all sorts of
crime ranging from occasional violence to advance and complex economic crimes
(Sarnecki 2003; Sherman et al. 1989; Sampson et al. 2010). The elements are:

1. Motivated perpetrator
2. Target (goods and equipment)
3. Location (the place where perpetrator and object meets)

Motivated perpetrator The perpetrator is an individual that, based on the outcome of the
decision process, commits a certain action or prepares for a certain action that is
prohibited by locality or country of international law. The perpetrator can be modelled
with two different categories depending on how decisions are made by each individual,
namely rational choice theory (also known as the economical man theory) or determinism
(Sarnecki 2003; cf Mankiw 1997). It is commonly agreed that different crimes demand
various mixtures of rational choice and determinism from the perpetrator’s side, where
crimes of passion (sexual crime, etc.) are considered more deterministic than property
crimes (economic crime, etc.), which are more rational. Thus, therefore can the general
description of human behaviour be described as acting rational on the margin or limited
(by circumstance, choice or mixture of both) rational choice.

Target The desirable outcomes or targets for the motivated perpetrator differ greatly
depending on the motivated perpetrator’s decision process. Normally is it suitable to
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describe the target as the primary or direct reason for the action, but also as
secondary or indirect reasons. The primary targets can be shipped products,
resources used, and infrastructure for normal property crimes but for terrorist crimes
are the target defined differently. For a terrorist is a targets symbolic value and
political meaning that qualify it as suitable, not its economical value (Napoleoni
2004; Peste 2003; Kimball 2002; Rystad 2006). The modern or new thing with
terrorism is not the use of violence to influence and alter the current balance of
power in a certain direction. This has always been the goal with terrorism. The new
thing with terrorism is therefore more related to development in media technologies
than to vulnerabilities in supply chains.

Location The location or place where the motivated perpetrator and the target meets.
The characteristics of the location include different security measures or crime
preventive features directly linked to the location. A good example of this is CCTV
surveillance of areas may lead to a relocation of the crime instead of prevention of it
(Weisburd et al. 2006; Waples and Gill 2006; Tilley 1993).

Most important to remember about the elements of crime is that it is first when all
three elements comes together at the same time that a crime is possible. This means
that if one of the three elements is missing than is crime impossible. Any
combination of location and target are normally referred to as a crime opportunity.
According to Clarke and Cornish (2003) are both a motivated perpetrator and a
crime opportunity needed in order for a crime to occur. The theory of crime
opportunity also refers to the fourth principle of microeconomics (Mankiw 1997)—
people respond to incentives—and there the degree of necessary opportunity or
incentive depends on the individual. The incentives could range from vindication to
morality, ethics, altruism, or determinism.

According to Felson and Clarke (1998) are “Crime opportunities depend on
everyday movements”. Restated, crime opportunities depend on routines or
predictability within certain boundaries. This statement also includes more principles
than the original, implying that system predictability or routine provides crime
opportunities. This is the routine activity perspective in criminology (Cohen and
Felson 1979). This theory provides a strong theoretical foundation for understanding
crime and opportunities for crime. The routine activities perspective argues that normal
movement and other routine activities play a significant role in potential crime
(Roncek and Maier 1991; Mustaine and Tewksbury 1998; Smith et al. 2000; and
Sherman et al. 1989). The routine activity theory states that potential perpetrators may
seek locations where their victims or targets are numerous, available, convenient, and/
or vulnerable. Felson (1987) uses the illustration of “how lions look for deer near their
watering hole” to explain the practical relevance of the routine activity perspective.
According to Smith et al. (2000), social disorganization in combination with the
routine activity theory can provide a wider and better explanation of property crime.

The movement of resources between terminals, factories, and other nodes also is
predictable to a large extent. The routine activity perspective states that predictability
in infrastructure and resource movement will significantly contribute to establishing
crime opportunities. The flow of material varies to a higher extent but depends on
the actors within the supply chain. Therefore it is possible to predict the flow of
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goods to some extent. The routine activity perspective provides a theoretical
foundation regarding antagonistic threats against transports in EU. Thus, when the
transport network changes, so does the theft opportunity.

Hot products

The term hot products are commonly used in shrinkage management and its purpose is
to point out a particular item or product as hot. These products are more likely to be
stolen and therefore need greater attention in surveillance (Beck and Chapman 2003;
Sherman et al. 1989). According to Clarke (1999), hot products are defined as
products that are CRAVED: Concealable, Removable, Available, Valuable, Enjoyable,
and Disposable. Which products are hot is often based on assumptions and opinions,
but rarely by robustly derived data (Beck and Chapman 2003). By using accurate data
factors such as opportunity and the black-market prospects, each item will be
considered on equal basis as the pure value of the product (ECR 2003).

Terrorist threats

The word “terror” is a Latin word meaning “to frighten.” Consequently, a terrorist is
a person that intends to frighten others through fear. The term terrorist/terrorism is
itself controversial because its key signature is political and it has been used by
states to illegitimatize political opponents. This leads to a vindication of the state’s
own use of terror against its opponents (Napoleoni 2004). The lack of a universal
definition of terrorism is one of the major obstacles for meaningful international
countermeasures. The practical consequence of this is best explained with the
cynical comment “that one state's terrorist is another state’s freedom fighter” (Burns
and Peterson 2005). Regardless, this thesis uses the terrorism definition by TE-SAT
(Europol 2007), which says, “Terrorism is not an ideology or movement, but a tactic
or a method for attaining political goals”.

The World Trade Center terror attack in 2001 changed the world and the conditions
for logistics worldwide. The aftermath of the terrorist attacks clearly indicated that
logistics operations will suffer consequences of an attack. The logistics consequences
according to Sheffi (2001) were, “It is instructive to note that these disruptions were
not caused by the attack itself, but rather by the government’s response to the attack:
closing borders, shutting down air traffic and evacuating buildings throughout the
country” Therefore, the antagonistic threat from terrorism can cause consequences
indirectly for logistics operations, which economically driven antagonistic threats are
less likely to involve. With this said, antagonistic threats in the form of terrorism will
also indirectly affect the financial market (Johnston and Nedelescu 2006; Lowe 2006).
The effects from attacks will fluctuate depending on factors such as the nature of the
attacks, the multiplier effects, the type of policies adopted in response to the attacks,
and the resilience of the markets (Bruck and Wickstrom 2004).

Johnston and Nedelescu (2006) state that, “over the longer term, there is a question
of whether the attacks can have a negative impact on productivity by raising the costs
of transactions through increased security measures, higher insurance premiums, and
the increased costs of financial and other counterterrorism regulations”. The connection
between economically and non-economically driven antagonistic threats can vary
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and in some cases directly depend on each other, because “terrorist organisations
raise funds through legitimate and illicit activities but more commonly through a
mixture of both” (FATF 2010). The principle driving force behind a terrorist attack is
normally more diverse than an economically driven antagonistic threat (Nuzzo 2004).

The motivation for the majority of terrorist attacks is because the perpetrator intends
to influence and alter the current balance of power in a certain direction (Rystad 2006).
Both the current balance of power and the potential affects on it may only be
understood within the perpetrator’s own mind. Therefore, the non-economically driven
antagonistic threat is more nuanced, uncertain, and harder to predict that other types of
antagonistic threats. According to Sjöberg (2008) the fear for terrorist attacks is an
extreme form of perceived risk. The definition of terrorism influences the difficulty to
present valid statistics for the category, because one source may classify an incident as
a terrorist act while another considers it to be a “regular” crime.

Transport security

According to Borodzicz (2005) security can be considered as interpreted as either
freedom from danger or a show of force (or strength). Both interpretations are valid
for this paper but in normal life is the last meaning of the word security more
common. According to Closs and McGarrell (2004), three factors for security in
trade can be outlined: first, the globalization of world trade depends on and is
generated by the free flow of people, goods, and information; second, the increasing
demands from businesses for efficient supply chain operations; and third, the
increasing threats of terrorist attacks. This factor can define illegal and antagonistic
threats, of which terrorists are one type.

Present supply chain security research outlines several changes for how security in a
supply chain should be approached. First, supply chain security should incorporate not
only theft prevention but also anti-terrorism measures. Second, the focus is now on
global issues and not just local or national issues (Sweet 2006). Third, when conducting
contingency planning, the concept of crisis management is to be included to obtain
better resilience. Last, security is no longer an internal corporate question but rather an
issue for all actors within the supply chain (Closs and McGarrell 2004). Important to
remember is that the causes for antagonism can be described as a spiral of inputs,
processes, and feedback, which explains the dynamics of antagonism. Such dynamics
tend to make analysis, assessment, and decision very complex, and the world seems to
be anything but deterministic (Manunta 1999). Understanding antagonistic dynamics
is vital for an analysis of where, when, and how the protector shall be to prevent
adverse events from occurring. This leads to that security shall address the dynamics
of antagonism by understanding the environment or context of the threat instead of only
reacting to official statistics. The context of a risk should be understood as partly
perceived and partly objective, and any actor that manages the risk needs to consider its
context (Waring and Glendon 1998). In order to understand the context shall both the
view-point of the supply chain as well as the potential perpetrator be included in the
analysis. This leads to the idea that security should be integrated throughout the entire
supply chain to be successful. This opinion is supported by several other authors
(Borodzicz 2005; Ritter, et al. 2007; Sarathy 2006; Closs and McGarrell 2004; Rice
and Spayd 2005; Manuj and Mentzer 2008; Lee and Whang 2003; Ekwall 2009a).
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Antagonistic threats against transport

The frame of reference uses the routine activity theory from criminology to explain
the interaction between transport and potential perpetrator, where the theft
opportunity is determent by each unique configuration of the flow of goods,
movement of resources and infrastructure of the five needs for logistics fulfilments.
The primarily objective of transport security is to protect the goods (target) but also
to safeguard locations. The system theoretical and deductive model used in this
thesis is presented in Figure 1.

Method

The research method used in this paper is deductive; hence, a hypothesis is
developed by logical deduction from existing theories. This paper’s hypothesis on
antagonistic threats has been developed from theories of criminology, for applicable
use, to strengthen the scientific field of logistics (Stock 1997). Credibility is
substantiated by verifying the deductive hypothesis with two different methods, so
called methodology triangulation (Mangan et al. 2004). The first step used official
statistics from several independent sources in both macro (national, state or bigger
geographical areas) and micro (county or smaller geographical areas) levels to
describe the general risk level (criminal risk level) in the different EU countries. The
second step uses specific criminal statistic describing the reported threats against the
transports in the EU. A combined analysis is preformed and compared with the
deductive hypothesis which leads to the answers of the research questions in this
paper. The research in this paper follows the tradition in logistics of using a system
approach to answer research questions (Aastrup and Halldórsson 2008; Hellström
2007; Gammelgaard 1997; Gammelgaard 2004). The main idea of system theory is
to illuminate holistic thinking; it is based on the assumption that a whole system is
different from the sum of its components (Churchman 1968; Von Bertalanffy 1969;
Hellström 2007). This paper uses a hard system approach (Checkland 1999) which
implies both an objective reality and a top-down perspective on the system in order
to how the different elements interact with each other (Hellström 2007).

The validity and credibility of the research depends on the use of data and the
sources of this data. The data used in this paper are from different independent
secondary sources as literature, databases, official criminal statistics and reports. The
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Figure 1 Antagonistic threats
against transport
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main problem with secondary data is explained with the question of where and when
it was transformed from primary to secondary data. The difference can appear small,
but when the data is used it can affect the entire study, therefore is this paper based
on data triangulation as primer method of analysis data. Official criminal statistics
are questionable because they contain actual and unsubstantiated crimes but omit
unreported actual crimes (Lab 2000). The secondary data from reports was collected
from trustworthy institutes such as the Europol, and the European Commission. In
some cases the report came from a trade association.

Empirical findings

Official macro statistics

The usage of general statistics (mainly different types of criminal statistics) can provide a
hint about the general criminal threat in a country or local area. This fact is well known.
Sometime is the relationship between reported crimes and public fear of crime direct
whiles other times more indirect. Thus, it is possible that inverts that relationship and use
macro level statistics in order to hint criminal hotspots in general. Important to remember
is that this only provides a general hint about criminal threats and this clearly limited the
possibility to draw far-fetched conclusions unless more detailed data is added. This
paper uses this possibility. A good indicator for criminal threats and common distrust in
the society is level of corruption in a country (Francis 1986). This paper uses corruption
as an indicator of distrust in official statistics, were Denmark are the least corrupted
country (index 9.7) whiles Bulgaria, Greece, Romania are the most corrupted (index
3.8) (Transparency, 2009). A good indicator of the violence present in a society is the
number of homicides per 100 000 citizens (lower number means safer). The safest
country in the EU is Denmark (0.53) whiles the dangerous country is Estonia (6.79) (UN
2002). This shall be compeered with the average homicides rate 2007 in EUwhich is 1.4
in general but increases to 1.9 in capital cities (Eurostat 2009). Other good indicators of
criminal threats are the reported total number of crimes as well as the reported number of
thefts and robberies. Risk rating (both relative and absolute) are good indicators on more
transport related crimes. It is important to remember that each country may (are likely to)
have different definition of crimes and guidelines for data collection.

The general criminal trend in EU is that crime is declining from the pike around 1995.
According to (Eurostat 2009) have their being an increase in reported crimes types
violent crime (up 3%), drug trafficking and robbery (both up 1%) in the period 1998–
2007. During the same period has seen a decrease in motor vehicles (down 7%) and
domestic burglary (down 3%). Their seems to be a time difference between countries
in the decline but the trend is nevertheless declining and even criminal patterns are
surprisingly similar between member states (EUICS 2005). The reason for this decline
is according EUICS (2005) the “changing demographics, among other factors, have
played a causal role in the decreases in crime across the Western world. Since the bulk
of common crimes are committed by young males”. There is also a suggestion that the
better policing and/or more severe sentencing contributes to the declining criminal
trend (EUICS 2005). The different official statistics supports these conclusions. The
country with the highest risk for antagonistic threats according to official statistics is
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UK whiles countries like Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia
are the most corrupted (Transparency, 2009).

Shrinkage in transport

The term inventory shrinkage is the loss of products between the point of
manufacturing or purchase from supplier and the point of sale. According to the
report, “National Retail Security Survey” (NRSS 2002), the average shrinkage rate is
1, 8% of total annual sales. This means a total loss of $33, 21 billion annually in the
U.S. The report points out four major sources of shrinkage: employee theft,
shoplifting, administrative error, and vendor fraud. Therefore, three of four sources
for shrinkage are criminal actions. The losses in the European fast moving consumer
goods are for 26% in manufacturing, 8% in distribution, and 66% in retail (ECR 2003).
Shrinkage during distribution/transport is approximately 0, 14% of annual sales for
all types of products. The report, “TAPA Loss Data Benchmark Survey 2006” (TAPA
2006), states the worldwide loss ratio as 0,025% of the total revenue ($307 billion
revenue and $77 million in losses). Benchmark participant loss rates varied from 0,
0038% to 0, 25% of total revenue. The four different reports (NRSS 2002; ECR
2001; ECR 2003; TAPA 2006) indicate that the annual shrinkage during distribution/
transport would be 0,025% to 0, 14% of annual sales. This loss ratio is compared
with the loss ratio for retailers (1, 75%) and manufacturers (0, 56%) (ECR 2003).

The losses presented according the mode of transport gives the following result
(TAPA 2006): truck (74, 6%), air (23, 1%), rail (0, 8%) and sea (1, 5%). This survey
indicates two conclusions. First, the risk for losses varies greatly between different
modes of transport. There is no surprise that truck and air combined represent 97%
of all losses, since they are the primary modes of transport for the survey
participants, depending on their high-value goods. However, that does not explain
the huge difference between the modes. The different specific criminal statistics
regarding cargo theft clearly points out road transport as the most target mode of
transport. This may depend on that road transports are both simplest (in general) to
target but also the most occurring mean of transport.

Specific criminal statistics—terrorism

Reviewing official terrorist statistics from one global source (MIPT Terrorism
Knowledge Base) leads to the following transport related conclusions:

& Transport activities represent 4% of the targets in 2006 and 5% in 2007.
& The main modus operandi for attacks is armed attack (38% 2006 and 31% 2007)

and bombing (51% 2006 and 54% 2007).
& The main area for terrorist attacks are Middle East/Persian Gulf (68% 2006), and

Asia (24% 2006).

The terrorists prefer to use bombs and armed attacks because 80–90% of all
attacks used these tactics. The targets are rarely transports but more in form of police
and other governmental or religious institutions (~53% of the attack 2006). The
interesting feature is related to the geographic side of terrorism, because the terrorist
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threat is mainly linked to local/country/regional contexts. The new “trend” (post-9/
11 terrorist attack) in terrorism is to transfer local terrorist contexts to a regional or
global perspective. This effect is incredibly difficult to verify with statistical sources,
but the terrorist threat is still linked closely to regions in the world. One of the
biggest difficultness with statistics about terrorist attacks is to separate terrorist
attacks from attacks civil war attacks, especially in low intense conflict countries.
The separating of terrorist incidents from incidents in conflict zones is even difficult
from a theoretical point of view. The general conclusion is that the risks from
terrorists are primarily locally/nationally/regionally linked and they prefer to attack
non-business related targets using armed attacks or bombs.

The risk for terrorist attacks in EU is also closely linked to locally/nationally/
regionally situation. About 85% (2006) of the reported terrorist attacks were linked
to different separatist movements in primarily France (55% of all attack in EU occurs
in Corsica) and Spain. Whiles another 13% (2006) of the attacks was linked to left of
right wing movements. In both cases is it clear to state that the current government
are the main target and the terrorists wants, by inducing fear into people, alter the
current balance of power in their regions.

The modern or new thing with terrorism is not the use of violence to influence
and alter the current balance of power in a certain direction. This has always been
the goal with terrorism. According to Gearson (2002) is: “Terrorism in all its forms,
by its very nature, an asymmetrical response to superior force, and terrorist have
always used their capabilities as force multipliers—usually through the exploitation
of terror. The generation of fear, in effect the use of purposeful violence as a form of
psychological warfare can now be carried much further, enhanced by the modern
media and the proliferation of mass media as much as by the proliferation of
weapons”. The new thing with terrorism is therefore more related to development in
media technologies than to vulnerabilities in supply chains. Nevertheless, terrorism
is a special form of antagonistic threat that needs to be managed, in one way or
another.

Specific criminal statistics—road transport

According to the ECMT (2002), approximately 1% of all commercial vehicles in
European countries are stolen each year. The development differs greatly between
different countries in the EU. The average increase during a five-year period (1995–
1999) was 20%. There are many reasons behind a truck theft, but they can be
described basically with three main characteristics—value, cargo carrying ability,
and valuable documents. The first characteristic, value, represents the truck’s value
as all objects and can be sold and exchanged for money. The second characteristic,
carrying ability, refers to the general propose of a truck. The vehicle and its load
were targeted in 63% of the attacks (IRU 2008), and in 10% of all freight crimes are
hijackings (Robinson 2009). The truck can be stolen with the current load where the
goods are the desirable object and the truck is only the simplest method to move the
goods to a warehouse or to another truck for further movement. A truck also can be
stolen for other criminal activities.

The third characteristic of theft problems toward freight is the attack for the lorry-
driver’s private property or other types of valuable documents such as credit cards,
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mobile phones, and digital cameras stored in the truck during transport. The lorry-
driver’s private property represents the target in 43% of all attacks (IRU 2008).
According IRU (2008), 17% of all drivers suffered an attack during the past five years,
30% were attacked more than once. Of all drivers attacked, 21% reported they were
physically assaulted during the attack (IRU 2008). According to Dillén and Ekwall
(2006), this type of attack represents a considerable amount of the total, but nothing
was stolen in 38% of attacks against trucks. However, even if nothing was stolen it
was still a crime against a part of the transport network and therefore shall be seen as
an antagonistic threat. Seventy percent of attacks against road transports occur
between 22:00 in the evening and 06:00 in the morning (IRU 2008). This trend is also
found in official Swedish criminal statistics (Nilsson and Rosberg 2009). Therefore, it
is possible to state that time of day plays an important role in antagonistic threats.

Regardless of which of the three characteristics of theft problems the motivated
perpetrator uses, there is a number of commonly defined modus operandi or methods
to attack trucks. These different modus operandi are used differently depending on
where the attack is executed. The different locations are described in terms of
different steps in a transport from consignor to consignee, which starts with loading
the goods and ends when unloading them. Eurowatch has developed a threat/risk
matrix based on the data on cargo theft in transports (mainly road transports) over a
seven-year period (Robinson 2009). The matrix presented in Table 1 maps modus
operandi and location of attacks against each other.

A quick analysis of the matrix points out some obvious relationships. The method
fake accident is best suited to deceive a truck driver to stop during driving and then
conversion to a hijack. The same course of events can be created with the use of fake
police tactics. The threat/risk matrix points out the most dangerous location to be near
end location or at insecure parking depending on which modus operandi is considered
most threatening. Therefore, location plays an important role in antagonistic threats.

The greatest source of risk for businesses is trusted insiders (Barth and White
1998). Some authors consider insiders to be involved in approximately 60% of all
losses (Tryon and Kleiner 1997). According to Robinson (2009) is 65% of all
“whole load losses” related to the use of inside information. Others claim there are
no reliable figures (Muir 1996). This is interesting when considering the fact that

Table 1 Threat/risk matrix, transport using Eurowatch data 2002–2009, 4 represents the highest risk
(Robinson 2009).

Hijack Robbery Theft from
vehicle

Theft of
vehicle

Fake
police

Fake
accident

Deception

Load point 2 3 2 3 1 1 4

Driving 4 1 1 1 4 4 2

Insecure
parking

2 4 4 4 3 1 2

Secure parking 2 2 3 3 1 1 2

Near end
Location

4 3 3 4 3 1 3

Unload point 2 3 2 3 1 1 4
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most countermeasures are implemented to reduce external theft (Beck 2002). An
internal perpetrator acts not randomly or in an unstructured way, but more as a
response to social and environmental factors present in the work environment (Tryon
and Kleiner 1997). In the report “Applying the Brakes to Road Cargo Crime in
Europe” (Europol 2009) is the complexity around insiders and drivers expressed:
“Some estimates indicate a high level of driver involvement, but drivers are possibly
the weakest link in the security of the supply chain. They are also the first line of
defence and there is a need to train and educate them on cargo crime and personal
safety issues whilst on the road.” This leads to that the potential perpetrator both can
be external to and internally involved in the supply and/or the transport chain.

“Organised theft of commercial vehicles and their loads in the European Union” (EP
2007) states the cost for cargo theft in the EU as “the total loss of value can be
estimated at more than €8, 2 billion each year. Of this amount about €450 million is
not declared by the transport operators. If the loss value is related to the number of
loaded trips, a value of about € 6, 72 per trip results”. As always, these numbers
should not be taken as absolute regarding antagonistic threats, but the numbers
presented in this report have more credibility than normal for this type of information.
The report states that 41% of all incidents occurred during the driving phase of the
transport while nearly 60% occurred during a stop. The two most commonly used
methods are either threats toward the driver or tearing up of the canvas of the load unit.
In 15% of incidents trucks are stolen with the goods, and another 15% is hijacking and
robbery. According IRU (2008), the direct cost for an attack is approximately €25000
per attack, including theft of vehicles, load and the driver’s personal belongings.

The UK home office presented its cargo theft situation in 2007 in “TruckPol Annual
Report 2007” (TruckPol 2007). Cargo theft risk is higher in UK compared than the
rest of the EU (EP 2007), with an average loss per incident of €47,146 (TruckPol
2007). This cost increased 14,6% from 2006. The classification of the 2,284 recorded
cargo thefts during 2007 was as follows: truck theft (51%), theft from truck (28%),
attempted theft (7%), hijack and attempts (4%), deception (2%), theft (other) (7%),
warehouse (1%). Of the stolen trucks, almost half were recovered within 48 h.

In Sweden does the attacks occurred mainly along the major roads and during
night time. The most palpable findings in the official Swedish criminal statistics for
freight related crimes is the 81% of all reported crimes attacked unprotected lorries
or trailers (Nilsson and Rosberg 2009). There was a little reduction in number of
stolen Lorries during 198 (2008) from 216 (2007) but the number of non-recovered
Lorries was double to 26 (2008). The development for the theft of trailers is
increasing from 105 (2007) to 135 (2008) where the number of non-recovered
trailers increased by 25% to 25 (2008) (Nilsson and Rosberg 2009). The change in
what types of goods are desirable depends more on the general change in customer
demand. This means that the causality, from a crime displacement perspective, with
regards to the stolen goods is very difficult to establish (Ekwall 2009b).

Analysis

The relationship between security and opportunity is the predominant understanding
of security in different contexts (see Figure 1). This depends on the premise that
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security only can deter or repel a motivated perpetrator from committing a crime by
limiting the opportunities for a certain crime. The most important thing to remember
with crime opportunities is that an opportunity alone does not explain why a crime
occurs because a crime needs a motivated perpetrator and opportunity to occur
(Clarke and Cornish 2003). The real problem occurs when an organisation’s security
capability is lower than the capability of the motivated perpetrator. The official
macro statistics indicates a few interesting things for the surroundings of transports
in the EU. Firstly, the different levels of corruption in the different EU countries,
where Denmark has the lowest level of corruption whiles Bulgaria, Greece and
Malta has the highest level. This may indicate that the other official statistics from
the more corrupted countries are less reliable. The statistics regarding homicide
points our Estonia as the most dangerous country, with the rest (expect Malta) has
about the same homicide frequency (around the EU average of 1.4). The grand total
reported crimes as well as the more contexts related (for this paper) statistics points
in most cases in the same direction as the two risk rankings indicates. The exceptions
are Italy, Poland and Romania were the statistics and risk ranking provides a mixed
image about the general threat level.

The official statistics about terrorist attacks in EU provides a clear picture, that
terrorist activities in EU are closely related to geographical areas. If a transport just
avoids areas like Corsica, the Basque Provinces and areas surrounding Marseilles, it
also missed the areas where 85% of all terrorist attacks occurred in EU 2006.
Irrespective of this, it is important to remember that the predictability in crimes is
lower and more far-fetched for terrorist crimes than regular property crimes. The main
target for terrorist are the current political situation and transport activities is therefore
only an indirect target as a terrorist perceives a freight as a valid target which will, in
the perpetrators mind, lead to a change in the current balance of power in their regions.

The transport related statistics gives a more coherent picture of the problem with
antagonistic threat against transports in the EU. This picture supports the routine
activity perspective as a strong theoretical model for understanding the relationship
between motivated perpetrators and the transports. Table 1 clearly demonstrates that
the perpetrators use specific methods to attack transports in different parts of the
transport chain. The insecure parking together with the near end location is the most
risky parts of a transport chain for the business. According to Sherman (1995), crime
will, in the future, be six times more predictable by location than by perpetrator. This
statement is valid for antagonistic threats against transport indifference from other
crimes due to the system predictability. It is easy to understand that predictable
traffic movement of goods will attract criminals. A repeatedly used location provides
desirable goods, the target for the perpetrators, which are hopefully guarded to some
degree. The perpetrators can, from a system point-of-view, change location and
method, the actual target (type of goods) has a lesser changing trend. This can
depend on the fact that the type of goods that the thieves are interested in are decided
by their customers instead of theft opportunities at transports. The similarity with the
discussion about place of sale for illegal products is striking (Weisburd et al. 2006).
With this said, the trend is that perpetrators change their modus operandi in order to
steal the same type of products from transport.

Whiles the driving phase is exposed for the more skilled perpetrators as the
modus there are Hi-jacks and different fraud tactics. The use of violence also seems
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to have increased in recent years. This can be a response to the implemented security
countermeasures in transport. According to Saunders (2008) is it possible that “some
perpetrators respond to sophisticates transport security measures by increasing their
use of unsophisticated and brutal violence against drivers and terminal personnel”.
Similar development is expressed by EP (2007): The criminal organisations seem to
react to the increase security with more aggressive methods.

The risk for loss varies greatly between the modes of transport. There is no
surprise that trucks are most exposed to antagonistic threats. From a perpetrator
point-of-view do road transports provide the most and the easiest exploited theft
opportunities. The routine activity theory from criminology provides an excellent
model for describing both why and how these antagonistic threats occur. The
different sources of official statistics used in this paper clearly support this. The
failure of countermeasures may be found in the different supply chain stakeholder’s
limitation to only see the risk within their own responsibility and thereby not
applying a holistic approach (Ekwall and Lumsden 2007).

Conclusion

Where there is a logistics flow there is always a risk for having the goods stolen and
the risk of antagonistic threats is related to the supply chain’s wider environment.
The holistic approach is useful when risk arises from the environment and a greater
understanding of the cause is needed to reduce the total risk. The antagonistic threat
is a risk that arises from the interior and the transport network’s environment. This
paper achieves this by focusing on the independent secondary data about criminal
attacks against transport and then analysis with theory from criminology and supply
chain risk management. Also, this paper does not attempt to break the problem down
into its simplest parts, but instead by using a hard system approach provide a wide,
multi-level analysis (see Figure 1). The risk of antagonistic threats differs between
the network configurations according to the elements of crime. Different types of
goods/products are shipped in the different configurations depending on the
demands of their respective supply chain’s requirements, whiles the transport
movement are in general very predictable. The practical consequence of this is that
the routine activities perspective is a valid theory for antagonistic threat which leads
to that the potential perpetrator, in their pursuit of the right (desirable) object adjusts
to the movement (routine) of the victim (transport elements like facilities and cargo
carriers). The theft opportunity depends on the perpetrator’s ability to use the
routines of the target in combination with the lack of security at a certain location.

The economically driven antagonistic threats are subject to the supply and
demand forces of the gray market, while non-economically driven antagonistic
threats (terrorist activities) are linked to political/ideological/religious issues and
both these types of perpetrators are linked to certain geographical areas or location.
These driving forces, along with such opportunities as the unique combination of
object, place, time, method, and security (or lack of), contribute to the risks and
uncertainty in supply and transport chains.

This statistics do not provide a full image of the problem with antagonistic threats
against transport in the EU but combining several independent statistical sources
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with a theoretical frame of reference establish a good understanding for the pattern
and trends in this area. The analysis of the costs and shrinkage statistics in the
official reports linked to primarily cargo theft indicates that the cost for having the
problem may be lower than doing something to prevent thefts. This statement is only
valid for the whole system; certain actors/stakeholder may very well be in a situation
where it is cheaper to prevent the problem than to have it around. This may be one
interpretation why antagonistic threats still exist today and probably will continue to
be a part of transports risk environment, which lead indirect to the supply chain risk
situation for involved actors.

The topic needs more attention from both academias as well as from the business
itself. The different involved authorities have already increased their attention due to the
implementation of different supply chain security programmes. But still is the holistic
research approach missing. In order to understand and then prevent antagonistic threats
is there a must that perpetrators are included in the analysis. This leads to that the in
order to create new theories and knowledge about antagonistic threats must logistics
research continues to elaborate with theories from other scientific fields.
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